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Ancient Egyptian influence is seen in the carved lotus flower
at the base of the ebony library column

Ornamental gilt bronze mount

Ornately carved centre column with reeding

Feature cornice and columns in mahogany
with acanthus carvings

Intricate joinery and architectural features –
traditionally crafted to last
t is only natural that one thing leads to
another. Such is the story of how GN
Olsson, mastercraftsmen in antique and
custom fine furniture, have developed a solid
reputation in architectural joinery.
GN Olsson’s reputation is built upon the
strong foundation of fine furniture making
and antique restoration and conservation.
Gary Olsson learnt his trade in the ‘old
school’ manner at Harvey Bros in Brisbane,
where as much emphasis was placed on art
and design as on the traditional methods of
furniture making. He benefited from the longstanding tradition of passing skills and
knowledge from master tradesman to
apprentice. GN Olsson is one of the few firms
in this line of work which continuously train
apprentices for the future.
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who take the time to learn, as they
carefully restore each intricate, antique
piece. Antique restoration and conservation
was the mainstay of GN Olsson in its
formative years. Over time, they
expanded into reproduction work and
making replicas.

Having established his own business in
1980, Gary appreciates how restoring and
conserving intricate pieces of antique
furniture has provided him with a marvellous
platform of experience. The traditional skills
of the sculptor, carver, turner, ébéniste,
marqueteur and gilder are passed on to those

The traditional skills of the sculptor,
carver, turner, ébéniste, marqueteur and
gilder are passed on to those who take
the time to learn, as they carefully restore each
intricate, antique piece

Flame mahogany feature panel

Hand crafted jarrah floor inlay
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Clients who appreciate antique and fine
furniture have called on Gary to increase the
value and aesthetics of their property and to
effect authentic restorations to their
residential, commercial, civic and naval
assets. Gary never anticipated that his mastery
of gilding and embossing leather, used
typically in antique desk tops, would lead to
wall-panelling commissions in state of the art
superyachts.
Clients desire quality, longevity and
maintenance of investment value in their
homes, work spaces and marine vessels.
Because of the industry-wide skills shortage
in traditional craftsmanship, Gary has readily
diversified into designing and making
contemporary pieces, built-ins and
intricate joinery.
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Carved embellishments in oak

Cedar dentil moulding for early Australian home
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Hand crafting astragal doors

Embossed leather panelling

For twenty years, GN Olsson has designed,
created and installed intricate, traditionally
crafted, architectural features. Most designs
are classic, some contemporary. After the
builder and joiner have done their work, GN
Olsson are called in to do the intricate
architectural features. Collaboration can be direct
with clients, their architects or interior designers.
Clients can choose either to supply plans and
designs or to request GN Olsson custom designs.
Examples of GN Olsson architectural
features include built-in libraries and
furniture, display cases, honour boards, wall
and feature panels (gilded leather and
marquetry), ornamental columns, floor inlays,
staircase handrails and newel posts,
architraves, fireplace surrounds, mirrors,
French doors, screens, window and door
frames, Zanzibar doors and wine cellars.
GN Olsson operate as the hub of a network of
specialists, associated professionals and trade
people, to ensure clients get the very best endproduct possible. Each specialist is at the top of

their field, working in their own business. These
include architects (naval, commercial and
residential), interior designers, painters, artists,
polishers, upholsterers, glaziers, carvers, gold-,
silver- and blacksmiths, clockmakers, locksmiths,
engineers and wicker workers.
There is a skills shortage in traditional
furniture making and joinery in Australia and
throughout the world. Economically, it makes
sense for the builder and joiner to do all the
basic work. At the point where finer and more
detailed feature joinery is required, clients can
confidently call on our mastercraftsmen.
GN Olsson enjoy the challenge and variety
of intricate joinery work, and are pleased to
meet their clients’ needs ■

22ct gold embossed leather wall panel

Gary Olsson
GN OLSSON
Traditional mastercraftsmen
Intricate joinery and
architectural features
07 3888 1549

GN Olsson louvred doors

Low wear, long lasting GN Olsson solid timber slide mechanism for built-in file drawers

Mahogany library shelving, built in around airconditioning ducts
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